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Content·based Multimedia Data Management
and Efficient Remote Access

Jim GRIFFIOEN, Brent SEALES, Raj YAVATKAR and Kevin S. KIERNAN

Abslracf. 'IlIC reeen! availability of low+cost powcrful workstations and res has caused a
slaggering increase in the quantit)' and quality of digital data, which includes still images,
video clips, and sound. 11le problcm of managing such a large volume of information
has bccomc very important for researchers who need efficient and simple access 10 the
data. In Ihis paper wc present a framework for managing the storage, analysis, and
access of multimedia data. Wc address the problems of user access and data management
via an extensible graph.ical user interface which is the front-end to a semantic object
oriented multimedia management tool. Wc present a new method for efficient content-based
searching of image and video data, and we examine several proposed solutions to the
problem of Internet access to large multimedia databascs.

Résumé. L'apparition récente de stations de travail et de PC puissants à bon marché a
entraîné une augmentation prodigieuse de la quantité et de la qualité des données sur
support informatique, comprenant entre autres des images fixes ou des séquences sonores ou
vidéo. Le problème de la gestion de tels volumes d'information est devenu particulièrement
important pour les chercheurs, qui ont besoin d'un accès simple et efficace à ces données.
Cet article propose un modèle de travail permettant de gérer la conservation, l'analyse et
l'accessibilité des données multimédia. Nous discutons les problème de l'accès utilisateur et
de la gestion des données via une interface graphique extensible, qui elle+même repose sur
un outil de gestion multimédia sémantique et orienté objet. Nolis proposons une nouvelle
méthode pour une recherche de contenu efi1cace sur des images et des données video, et
nOlis examinons diverses solutions proposées au problème de l'accès via Internet à de larges
bases de données lllultimédia.
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1. Introduction

TIle Internet has seen explosive growth during the last few years
and continues to grow at a staggering rate, adding new users from every
imaginable profession each day. TIle primary reason for the enormous
popularity of the Internet is the access it provides to vast and up-to-date
repositories of information ranging from television footage to research
publications. However, the large number of users and amount of inform
ation involved has prompted the need for development of utilities and
software tools (tenned lIliddlelVare) that facilitate organization of reposit
ories for easy and efficient access (searching, browsing, and retrieval).

More recently, applications and services such as web browsers,
information brokers, white page servers, and many oUlers have attempted
to organize the masses of information and provide efficient access to
the information space. Web crawlers and search engines continuously
index the web to help user's locate documents related to thell' topic of
interest. Although these accomplishments represent a significant advance,
the rapid proliferation of new information media, particularly multimedia
infornlation such as inlages, video, and sound, will require new or
enhanced middleware services to handle these emerging non-textual data
formats effectively.

"'e are exploring new mcthods for enhancing middleware services
to support effeetive and efficient access to multimedia information. Spe
cifically, we are developing techniques that allow Internet users to access
the information embedded within multimedia documents. TIIC system
allows users to manipulate, enhance, and annotate existing information
and share these interpretations and modification with other users. Our
design extends middleware services to support tools for multimedia data
Iuodelillg and organization, embedded information extraction (sclnanlic
tagging), and efficient network transfer policies such as cooperative proxy
server caching, automatic data prefetching, and hierarchical data transfers.

TIle following sections provide a high-Ievel description of the prob
lems to be solved and the goals we have for a multimedia modeling system.
We also provide example scenarios to illustrate where such technology
is applicable and useful. TIIe remainder of the paper provides a detailed
technical discussion of the issues facllIg multimedia systems and our pro
posed solution to the issues. In particular, wc present a framcwork for
searching and manipulating multin1edia data, efficient content analysis
techniques for multimedia data, and efficient network transport protocols
and algorithms for accessing remote multimedia databases.
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1.1. Multimedia Data Modeling Tools

Multimedia data contains an enormous amount of infonnation. 111is
information is in the form of identifiable "features" in the multimedia
data. For example. a picture of a residential neighborhood may contain
houses, trees, streets, sidewalks, cars, boys, girls, or other identifiable
features. 111e content is exactly the information users want to sem'ch for
and retrieve. Video data contains similar features but also contains tinüng
data that can be used to track the movement of an object from frame
to frame or to identify transitions between scenes. Similarly, audio data
cantains certain identifiable features such as words, sounds, pitches, and
silent periods as well as timing information.

In addition to basic content information, multimedia data contains
an infinite amount of derived information. Derived information refers
to information that can be construed from the feature information.
For example, having identitied in a comprehensive database ail legible
leller-fonns of an ancient manuscript, it becomes possible to use that
information without previous encoding to identify illegible leller-fonns
elsewhere, to reconstruct damaged text, or to search other digitized
manuscripts for similar or identical handwriling. Given a video sequence
from a news broadcast, identification of a man walking on the moon might
indicate that it is footage from the tirst moon walk. In both examples, the
derived information was not readily available in any of the basic content
but instead it is derived or concluded from the identified components. In
short, derived information is the set of facts that can be concluded when
a user views a11 the features of an image as a whole. Because derivcd
information depends on a user's interpretation of the features, each user
can contribute their own (possibly conlIicting) derived information. As
a result, a single multimedia data item can potentially contain an intinile
aIllOunt of derived data.

Users of multimedia data are interested in both the data's basic
content and ils derived information. Users want to query and manipulate
the content and derived information just like they would standard
textual data. In order to index and search multimedia, the system
must tirst identify the content and derived information. Given the
enormous and rapidly growing quantity of multimedia data, manual
techniques that require human labeling of data are unacceptable. Instead,
automated methods that extract embedded and derived information are
needed. Automatic extraction typically involves a sequcnce of computer
processing steps to identify the desired features. For example, identifying
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the notes in a music manuscript require a series of image processing
operations that first clarify the image (enhancement), then locate the
connected regions in the image (segmentation), then classify the segments
(shape detection), and so on until the notes have been identified and
labeled. l1le goal of our content based multimedia data managcment
system is to provide a framework in which users can define automated
methods to identify the desired content. Once automated methods have
been defincd, data is processed automatically and entered into a database
that can be queried using conventional search techniques. Finally, the
integration of a processing engine with a database allows users to take the
results of a query and apply interactive processing to analyze more fully
or to manipulate the data under study.

We have developed a tool to manipulate interactively multimedia
data, define user-specific views and annotations, and seaJ'Ch the identified
content using the semantic modeling methods we originated in the
MOODS system (Griffioen ef al.: 1993; Griffioen ef al.: 1995a, 1995b). Ille
system allows users to extract automatically or interactively the desired
information from an image and assign user-dependent information to an
imagc. l1le extracted and assigned information is then entered back into
a database which allows users to search more efficiently and query the
multimedia infornlation.

Entering thc content and derived data into the database and associ
ating il with the original information gives other users automatic access
to the conclusions, thoughts, and all1lOtations of previous users of the in
formation. Ille ability to modify, adjust, enhance, or add to the global set
of infonnation and then share that information \Vith ot1lers is a powerful
and important service. TIlis type of service requires cooperation belwcen
the multimedia data manipulation tools described above and the infonn
atian repositories scattered across the network. Generated or extracted
information must be deposited and linked with existing information so
that future users will not only benefit from the original information but
also from the careful analysis and insight of previous users.

We have used our design to develop a simple prototype system that
aids paleographers in analyzing ancient manuscripts. Although still an
early prototype, the system allows a user to search for certain letter fOl'lns
in a document and then pop up a wiudow containing indicators where
letters were identified. Additional image processing and enhancement can
then be applied if desired.
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1.2. Embedded Information Extraction Techniqnes

Conventional content extraction techniques typically involve manu
ally labeling the data. For example, vidco footage is frcquently annotated
by hand for later searches and retrievals. We have developcd a new
efficient method for automatic extraction of semantic information from
images and video. Our approach works on standard compression schemes
such as JPEG, MJPEG and MPEG that are commonly used to capture,
store, and transfer (via a network) video and images.

Our embedded information identification method extends the ei
genspace approach which 'l'as originally proposed in a different context
(Murase and Nayar: 1995; Pentland et al.: 1994). We show how the
eigenspace approach can be modified to work on compressed image and
video streams in their compressed format. 111e result is that we can sem'ch
images and video very quickly for visual objects Iike shapes, faces and
textures. 111e objects that are found can be entered back into the data
base automatically using tools based on MOODS, coupling this powerful
sem'ch technique with a highly organized and lIexible data management
framework.

1.3. Enhancing Internet Middleware

Given the reality of a world-wide community of users, a content
based multimedia system must address the problems of multimedia access,
search, retrieval, and manipulation in a global information enviJ..onment
such as the Internet. TIlat is, we must integrate multimedia data manipu
lation services illto the existing Internet data repositories and their access
methods. In partieular, we are integrating the multimedia modeling meth
ods of MOODS and the data extraction techniques we have developed for
images and video into the World Wide Web hypertext language (HTML)
and the web's data access methods provided by the HTTP and FTP com
munication protocols.

To support efficient on-Iine interactive access to digitized informa
tion, we are developing enhancements to the HTfPIHTML interface that
support multiple data formats with specifie quality of service guarantees.
For example, the system will automatically adjust an image, video, or
audio clip, based on the performance of the user's current conneetion to
the Internet. If a user atlempted to access a color image from the WEB
over a slow modem connection, the systemmight automatically convert to
blaek and white or reduce the image's size to reduce the transmission time.
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Ta furtller enhance on-Hne interactive access, wc developed automated
prefetching techniques that would "gness" the data a user will need and
retricve it before the user reqnests the data. Finally, we developed meth
ods of parallel data retrieval and cooperative caching to reduce further
Internet access times.

11le remainder of this paper examines the technical details involved
in thc design of the type of mnltimedia system ontlined above. Il
describes the issues involved in developing a multimedia system that
achieves the goals defined above and presents our proposed solutions to
these issues. Section 2 elaborates on the object-oriented framework for
modeling multimedia data calied MOODS. Section 3 describes one of
our ncw techniques for efficiently identifying objects in images and video
clips. Section 4 describes techniques to improve network access to large
digital databases. Finally, Section 5 concludes with a summary of our
contributions.

2. The MOons Multimedia Management System

11le first goal of our research was to devclop a highly nexible inform
ation management system capable of providing full access to multimedia
content. llle system Inust support bath automatic and manual extrac
tion of embedded information, support for multicomponent multimedia
information, user and application specific views of the embedded infonu
ation, and support for evolving views of the information. As a result, we
have developed the MOODS system.

11le MOODS system takes an innovative approach to the design of
information l11anagement systems. Unlike conventional database systems
which only support alpha-numeric data or Iimited access to visual data
(e.g., simplc storage, retrieval, and display), MOODS provides full access
to ail the information contained in multimcdia data and treats multimedia
data like a firstclass object. MOODS combines a database management
system \Vith an interactive 111ultimedia data processing system that allows
users to access and manipulate multimedia content. 11le resulting se
mantic information ean then be queried and searched USillg conventional
database primitives. Not only does the rcsulting system support interact
ive queries and retrievals, but it also provides the functionality required
to extract dynamically new or additional information, the fnnctionality
to reinterprct existing information, and functionality to define new data
interpretation and modeIs.
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2.1. System Components

111e MOODS system allows application writers quickly and easily
to write new domain-specifie multimedia database systems with content
based search capabilities. Users of a database construeted via the
MOODS framework can seareh the data's eontent or define user-specifie
interpretations of the content.

The MOOOS System

MultimedIa Daia
MultimedIa Daia Application Developmenl

Managemenl
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Componenl
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Fig. 1.-1l1e components of the MüODS multimedia information management system

Figure 1 illustrates the various components of the MOODS system.
111e system consists of two main components: a database component and
a data 1II0delil1g component. In addition, an applicatiol1 developlllel1t tool
aides in the construction of modeling systems and faeilitates reuse of
functiolls an 1110deling systems.

111e data 1II0delil1g system distinguishes MOODS from conventional
information management systems by providing the capability to extraet
content information from stored data. 111e ability to process data
dynamically is important for several reasons. First, the processing engine
provides each user and application domain with the ability to extract
dynamically the information that is of importance to the user or domain.
Second, a dynalnic processing engine allows views (i.e., the meaning of
the content) to be changed or to evolve as new processing teehniques
become available. 11lird, dynamic processing reduces the data storage
requirements without limiting the amount of information that can be
accessed. Recall that the amount of embedded information is limitless.
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Static processing schemes severely limit the potential information that can
be accessed. 111Îs is one of the primary problems plaguing conventional
multimedia databases that statically link keys to embedded information.
Under MOODS, the system extracts the desired information on demand.

111e data modeling system consists of five components. A set of
ftlllc/ioll groups (FG) defines the logical operations that can be applied
to the data. 111e types of semantic information known to the system
are represented by a set of selllall/ic da/a classes (SDC) , and a set of
selllalltic relatiollship (SR) dcfinitions describe the logical relationship
between the various semantic data classes. 111e processillg graph defines
the transformations that a data item may legally undergo over its lifetime.
Finally a runtime processillg ellgille allows users of the system to apply
interactively functions to extract and identify embedded information
subject to the constraints imposed by the five components described
above.

111e da/abase component is tightly intcgrated with the modeling
system. After the modeling system has extracted the content information,
it is automatically entered into the database and becomes available to
the database for search or browsing via conventional database techniques.
111e transfer of information from the modeling system to the database
means that any new information identified (or reinterpreted) by the
modeling system will be made available to the user(s). Using the SR
definitions, the database also supports queries on data that has not been
processed or has not been processed to the level required by the query.
For example, a query for a "Chevrolet Camaro" may he satisfied by
locating ail data items that contain a car and analyzing them further to
determine the car's l11odel. In this case, the database dynamically il1vokes
the services of the modeling system.

111e applica/ioll developmell/ system is an auxiliary tool that aids in
the development of ncw lllodeling systems. In particular, it maintaillS
a complete databasc of ail known (previously defined) function groups,
sClnantic classes, semantic relationship models, and processing graphs.
111e tool allows users to construct new data models by defining their
own semantic classes, relationships, and graphs, or by incorporating and
combining existing structures. Data model reuse is fostered by allowing
newly developed data models to be added to the tool's database for use in
future models. 111e system also allows users to quickly modify or convert
an existing model to meet their personal needs or the needs of their
application domain.
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2.2. The Runfime System

To utilize the information present in multimedia data, the data must
first be processed (automatically or manually) to obtain its meaningful
components and the information it conveys. We refer to these basic
components as stl'llctllraf abjects. Example structural objects in an image
might be regions of unifonn intensity, an edge boundary, curved segments,
or regions of uniform texture. An audio stream Inight contain regions
consisting of a single pitch or frequeney or regions eontaining bursts
of sound. l1Jese struetural objeets contain no semantic information
other than basic structural features. However, given an application
domain (e.g., medical imaging, cartography, or meteorology), additional
semantie information can be associated with a structural objeet or set of
struetural objects. Each structural object corresponds to some objeet or
semantic category in the eurrent application domain. We cali the domain
dependent categories damaill abjects. Each application domain typically
has a reasonably well-defined set of domain objects (e.g., ventrical
or tumor in medical imaging) that provide useful domain-dependent
information about the structural object. Il is precisely this stl'llctllraf
abject <-> damaill abject mapping that must be established during the
embedded information extraetion process.

To illustrate the MOODS runtime operation, eonsider a meteorology
system. Initially an (expert) meteorologist would use the application
development tool to construet a multimedia data model that can extract
weather information from satellite photos, heat maps, ete. l1lis involves
defining the inlage processing transformations and image processing
funetions that can be applied to extract and assign semantie meaning to
the embedded information in the images.

Having defined the set of legal transformations a satellite photograph
may undergo to extract the semantie meaning, the meteorologist must
then define data-specifie transformations that will later be used to enter
data into the database. For example, the meteorologist may define one
transformation process for satellite images taken at close range of smaller
regions (e.g., the state of Kentucky) and another transformation process
for satellite images of larger regions (e.g., the continental United States).
Once defined, new images will be automatieally processed according
to the appropriate transformation model and the resulting semantie
information will be entered into the database.

A different meteorologist may then seareh the database for images
containing stonn activity. Using the extracted semantic information,
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the system will return a list of images containing stormy activity. 1lle
meteorologist may then decide to invoke the processing engine on one of
the returned images to further identify the intensity of a particular storm
in the image. 1llÎs information will then be entered back into the database
and will respond to searches asking for storms with a particular intensity.

2.3. The Data Modeling Engine

1lle MOODS data modeling component supports an object-oriented
model for manipulating multimedia data. To extract the content inform
ation frolll a 111ultimedia object, a user manually or automutically pushes
the multimedia object through a series of transformations to identify the
important semantic information in the object. At any given point in
the transformation process, a meaning, or interpretation of the data, is
attached to the object. 1bis semantic interpretation is stored in the data
base. As a result, database queries can be perfonned over the semantic
interpretations using conventional search and query strategies. To support
semantic objects that can be manually or automatically manipulated by
the user, the MOODS system provides an enhanced objcct-oriented pro
granmlÎng cnvironment. 1lle following paragraphs give a brief technical
overview of some of the salient features of the MOODS system:

Dynomic Dato Semontics: TIle sClnantics associated \Vith the data in
an object will typically change often over the object's lifetime.
1llerefore, it is inlportant to change dynamically the set of functions
(operations) associated with an object after it is illstantiated. 1llat
is, the set of functions associated with an object depends on the
object's current semantic meaning. As the object is processed its
semantic meaning changes resulting in a new set of functions that
can be applied. For example, a satellite photograph of urban city
may initially have ouly have the semantic mcaning "an image ll and
applicable functions "enhance", "segmentation" and "edge-detect".
However, artel' executing an edge-detection function, the semantic
meaning may have changed to "an image of edges" and now has
available new functions to identify edges that represent roads and
functions that identify other edges as buildings. As the semantics of
the image evolve, the set of functions available to the object become
more specific and powerful. Also, functions that no longer make
sense muy he rcmoved. For example, segmentation on an "edge
image" makes no sense and would be removed.
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Abstract FI/nction Types: Given an image, one usually has a wide range
of functions available that can perform a particular image processing
operation. An example of such an operation is edge detection.
Several edge detection techniques exist and new methods continue to
emerge. Each technique implements a different/new algorithm and
may be appropriate under dift'erent circul11stances. 111US, given an
image object, it is advantageous not to bind the data to a particular
function, but rather to an abstract function dass and dynamically
select an appropriate function from the abstract dass at runtime.
Abstract functions simply define a logical operation, not the impie
mentation, and postpones the binding of the actual implementation
until runtime. In many cases, binding can be done automatically at
runtime based on the CUITent semantics of the data. As a result,
the abstract function completely hides the implementation of the
function from the user much Iike an abstract data type hides its
implementation.

lnheritance: Given a raw image, two or more users (or applications) might
process the same image and obtaill different semantic data to be used
for difIerent purposes. For example, a satellite image might be of
interest to both a geologist and a military analyst. Initial processing
of the raw image (such as noise removal, enhancements) might be
con1111on to both applications before domain-specific processing takes
over. In such situations, it is Î1llportant to group common operations
and objects together in a dass and then let individual applications
inherit the image attributes in a subdass avoiding duplication of
efforts.

Composition: Composition refers to the merging of two or more distinct
objects into a new object. For example, two independent pictures
of the same scene may be merged together to produce additional
information about the scene (e.g., the depth of objects in the seene).
Alternatively, a single facial image might be processed to extraet
the individual facial features, modify some of the features, and then
merge the modified facial features baek together to crea te an object
that can be easily searched for certain combinations of facial feature
charaeteristics. In other words, the system must provide the ability to
combine processed objeets together into compound objects with new
funetionality that did not exist when the objects were independent.

History mechanism: As discussed earlier, an image typically goes through
a series of transformations that extract information frm11 the Î111age
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or compute new information based on the image. 111US, the state
of an object must contain not only the current data and associated
semantics, but also the sequence of operations that were applied to
the original object to bring it to the current state. Such a history is
especially useful in an interactive programming system where a user
may wish to test a variety of alternatives for processing the visual
information. Note that a history mechanism also includes the notion
of saving the results of past processing so that it can be reused by
future users/applications. Alternatively, the original user may wish to
backtrack to a previous version of the data and resume processing
from that point onward.

2.4. A Prototype System

We have implemented a prototype system that allows users to define
abstract function groups, semantic data classes, and a semantic processing
graphs that can be used to process images interactively and hence extract
the embedded semantic information. 1l1e semantic information, along
with the associated images, are then entered into a database (Illustra)
for later retrieval. To demonstrate the power of the system, we have
used the prototype to construct a processing tool that does simple feature
recognition, music recognition, document title/author identification, and
paleographie letter form identification in the Beowulf manuscript.

3. Semantic Searching

Identifying the content of digital data fonns can be done most reli
ably by hand, but the large volume of data that is now available makes
autonomDUS techniques necessary. Researchers in image processing and
computer vision have long addressed problems such as pattern classi
fication, object recognition and motion detection. Very few techniques,
however, have been applied to the problem of extracting and storing
information from video clips.

Our new approach for tagging semantic information in video clips is
based on the Karhunen-Loeve (KL) transform (Fukunaga: 1990), which
has been used by others for face recognition (Pentland et a/.: 1994)
and object recognition (Murase and Nayar: 1995). 11Ie key idea to the
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efficiency of oIll' approach is that we exploit the fact that video clips are
stored digitally in a transfonned, compressed format. 11le potentialloss of
fidelity is completely controllable, ranging from almost no loss to a large
amount of distortion. 11Jis transformed format is the basis for the video
storage standards that are now in place, including the full motion JPEG
(MJPEG) and MPEG formats.

11le standard MJPEG and MPEG formats are actually algorithms
that transfonn a video through many steps with the goal of reducing
the storage size. Classical approaches to the video semantic sem'Ch
problem completely decode (uncompress) each frame of the video and
then sem'Ch the pixels of the frame for objects to classify or recognize.
OIll' approach can classify objects in the compressed stream without
fully restoring (uncompressing) the video to the individual pixel level.
Avoiding the complete restoration to the pixellevel improves the system's
computational efficiency without a loss in classification ability.

3.1. Recognition using Eigenspace

The basic idea behind the eigenspace method is to represent a large
number of "training" inlages with a lower-dimensional subspaee. When
a new image is seen, it can be classified as beillg similar or very different
from the training images willl just a few operations in the pre-computed
subspace. For example, one couId compile a large number of images
of an object like the White House. Once these training images are
distilled using the Karhunen-Loeve (KL) transfonn, any new image can
be classified as "eontaining the White House" or "not eontaining the
White House".

Speeifically, let the input to the KL process be a set of images
f = {fi, f2 , ... , f k }, represented as vectors, where each image in f has
Il = X X Y pixels. We treat an image as a veetol' by plaeing the pixel
values in scanline order. 11le first step in computing the KL transform is
to subtraet from eaeh input veetor the average value

1 k
111= - Lfi

k 1=1

of the input vector set. 11Jis generates a new vector sct f = {fi, f2, ... ,fk}
where fi = fi - lU for i = 1,2, ... , k .
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(2)

Now we compute the covariance matrix C of the mean-adjusted
input vectors l':

C",,, ~ UU
T~ [fI 1'2 ... hl [:rJ

fk

TIIe KL transform is obtained from the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of
C by solving an eigenstructure decomposition of the fortn:

(3)

(5)

TIlis decomposition produces Il eigenvectors A ~ {A I ,A2, ... ,A,,} and
theu' associated eigenvalues A ~ {AI, A2, .•• , A,,}. Because C is real and
symmetric, the eigenvectors are complete and orthogonal, fortning a basis
that spans the Il-dunensional space. TIms, using the eigenvectors as a
basis, the original input vectors fi can be described exactly as

k

fi ~ LPiiAj +m (4)
j=l

where, as before, m is the mean of the input vector set.

Ail k cigenvectors are needed in order for the equality to hold.
But one attractive property of the eigenspace representation is that the
eigenvectors can be ordered according to their associated eigenvalues.
The Ihst (largest) eigenvector is the most signiticant, encoding the largest
variation of the input vector set. TIlis ordering allows the original input
vectors to be approximated by the tirst Il' eigenvectors {AI, A2 , ... , A w }

Witll Il' « k:

fi :::::-: LPijAj + III

j=1

Given two vectors that are projected into eigenspace, it is a well
known fact that the closer the projections in eigenspace, the more highly
correlated the origulal vectors (Murase and Nayar: 1995). TIlis gives us
the following important fact:

Distance in eigenspace is an approxùnatioll
of cross-correlatioll in the image domaiJ1.

TIIe result is that the eigenspace gives a very powerful way to classify an
image Witll respcct to a set of known images. One can simply project the
new image to eigenspace and measure its Euclidean distance to the other
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known points in eigenspace. 111e closest neighbors are projected images
which correlate the highest with the input.

3.2. The Compressed Domain

11Ie main idea of our work is ta formulate the eigenspace approach on
input vectors that are /lot image pixel values, but have been transformed
from the image dOlllain ta another representation. 11Ie scmi-colllpressed
domain is convenient since it is an intennediate farm that compressed
video frames and images must pass through during decompression.

111e critical fact we have proven (Seales et al.; 1998) is that

Distance in the eigenspace constrllcted fro/11 seIlli-coIllpTessed l'ec
tors is aIl appToxÎJllatioJJ ofcross-correlation in flle ÎInage don1ain.

One implication of this fact is that videos can be searched automatically
for content using the eigenspace approach lVithollt first decodi/lg them.
11lis gives a big gain in efficiency without much loss of classification
performance.

3.3. Experimental ReSlllts

We demonstrate the results of our method using a short (56 frame)
video clip of a human face. The goal is ta identify people (faces) that
appear in an MPEG video clip without completely decoding the MPEG.

We constructed a semi-compressed-dolllain eigenspace tram two
poses of 26 people in the Olivetti Face Oatabase 1 and two poses from
a local subject. 111e local subject, the 27th persan, was also the subject
pictured in the test video clip. Figure 2 shows the 56 frame video clip on
the left. 11Ie four pictures on the right show the poses from the database
that were found ta be present somewhere in the video. 111e top two images
on the right are the two poses of subject 27 who was correctly identified.
111e two poses of subject 27 were taken on dilIerent days, with difTerent
clothes and under different lighting conditions than the video clip.

Matching was done in the semi-compressed eigenspace, using only
the OCT frames of the MPEG sequence. We used only 10 eigenvectors (of
the possible 54) for the results shawn. 111e highlighted boxes in the video

1 Wc gratcfully acknowledge the Olivetti Research Laboratory for making their data
publicly available at (http://www.cam-orl.co.uk/faccdatabase.html).
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sequence on the left identify the frames that were found to match a face
from the database. Frames 40-47 were correctly recognized as subject 27.
Gnly frames 51 and 52 were incorrectly identitied as matching subject 18
from the database. 111is misclassitication was the result of image scale,
since the scale of subject 18 matches those frames better than subject 27.
Despitc the efficieney and accuraey of our algorithm, this example shows
that false positives are still possible and a higher-level thresholding policy
must be used to eliminate these false matches.

Finally, we Ineasured the computational time necessary for scanning
the frames of an MPEG video clip. We instrumcnted the public domain
MPEG software from DC-Berkeley, and compared the execution time for
obtaining DCT frames (before the inverse DCT) to the tune necessary to
obtain the complete image (after the ulVerse DCT). We found that the
dominant cost is the inverse DCT, and that obtaining only the DCT frames
takes one half the time of completely decoding the images.

4. Network Access To Multimedia Data

Although existing Internet middleware taols such as the World
WideWeb, Gopher, Archie, and others provide access to multimedia in
formation, we believe that they are not yet capable of dealing with the
massive scale and size of typical digitized documents and their associated
uilormation. For instance, the Electronic Beowulf is a digital archive
consisting of thousands of high tidelity images of the entu'e Beowulf manu
script with detailed subsidiary images acquired with speciallighting tech
niques; the huge composite codex that contains the Beowulf manuscript;
eighteenth-century transcripts of the manuscript before it was extensively
damagcd by tire; nineteenth-century collations of the manuscript with its
tirst edition; and modern editions, transcriptions, and translations. nIe
original digital images are each 21 ME or larger (Kiernan: 1994a, 1994b,
1995); although prepared to work on the Internet, the restrictions we
discuss here make it necessary for now to publish the Electronic Beowulf
archive on CD with radically compressed images. Existing tools are not
designed to allow user manipulation of the information on this scale or
to display, search, and browse the massive digitized envu'omnents we
envision.

To support efficient on-line interactive access to such digitized inform
ation, we have developed algorithms that enI1ance existing HTMLIHTTP
middleware services.
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4.1. Cooperative Data Caching and Parallel Retrieval

Currently, HTIP proxy servers support a limited fonn of information
caching (Luotenen and Altis: 1994) in which a proxy server caches
information accessed on behalf of severalnearby clients, typically located
on a LAN. However, proxy servers located within the same geographical
region do not communicate with each other ta share information in
their caches. Instead, a proxy server contacts the original information
provider (e.g., server at a given URL) whenever the desired information
is not found in its cache. This organizational structure can still cause
bottlenecks at popular URL servers and does not use network bandwidth
efficiently. An alternative is ta discover dynamically proxy servers in
the immediate vicinity that currently cache the desired information. For
scalability reasons, such cooperation among proxy servers should be as
stateless as possible.

We have extended the HTIP proxy server mechanism ta exploit the
IPfUDP Multicast (group communication) ta locate dynamically other
proxy servers that have the desired URL document in their caches. Ta
reduce the hast processing bottlenecks at proxy servers and allow real
time retrieval and playback of multimedia documents, we have added
extensions for parallel retrieval of parts of a document from different
proxy servers.

4.2. Data Prefetching

Communication latencies are inherent in wide area networks
(WAN's) which span a huge geographic area. Il is possible ta hide some of
this latency from the user by predicting future access patterns based on the
past history of acccsses. Such a prefetching strategy can use mechanisms
such as local storage or proxie caches ta mask the latency of the WAN.
Care must be taken, however, not ta waste valuable (shared) Internet
bandwidth on unnecessary data. Finding the balance between unnessary
prefetching and the desire ta avoid network latencies for data transfer is
difficult.

We have examined automated methods for predicting future docu
ment accesses based on past access histories prefetch-s-l/sellix-94. Our
heuristic-based prefetching algorithm that can, with high accuracy, re
trieve multimedia documents before they are needed. TIte algorithms
take a probabilistic approach by using a probability graph structure. TItis
structure limits the amount of information that needs ta be maintained
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about past accesses. Our results show that documents can be prefetched
with a high degree of conlidence without signilicant computational over
head.

4.3. Hierarchical Data 'fransfer

We are currently investigating teclmiques for the use of hierarchical
data encoding in digital libraries. T1le Ileed for this is motivated by the
responsivelless of an on-line data access system, which depends lat'gely on
the quality of the underlying cOl1l1l1Ulùcation link. Bccause various Ilet
work technologies have proliferated, including wireless communication
and slow-speed dial-up links, an on-line data accesslretricval system must
be designed to perfonn weil over slow speed links as weil as cOllgested Ilet
work paths. One increasingly popular technique for accommodating het
erogeneous networks is hierarchical encoding. Multimedia information is
stored at multiple resolutions, and the appropriate level of resolution is
selected and transferred automatically based on parameters such as the
speed of the link.

As an example) consider the user who \Vishes to view an al'chived
manuscript on-line. When the network is congested, the system automat
ically compensates for the low transfer rate by fetching a lower-resolution
version of the image data. T1le ability to fetch the low-resolution version
is dependent on the detection of a congested network situation as weIl
as the storage of the data in a format that makes the lower-resolution
data readily available. Usel's who wish to wait can still l'un the system
in a lixed-resolution mode. However, quick access to lower resolution
contents is often desil'able when browsing a document. Solving these
problems requires new encoding and storage formats and also adaptable
communication protocols. T1lÎs is the focus of part of our ongoing re
seal'ch.
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5. Conclusion

Digitized images, video and audio are rapidly beconuning connnon
place. Such multimedia will soon become the primary data format in data
bases, augmenting or completely replacing conventional alpha-numeric
data. New techniques are needed to acecss, manage, and se3l'Ch these
new multimedia data types. We have presented a flexible multimedia data
management system called MOODS that treats the embedded semantic
information contained in a multimedia document as a first dass entity that
can be identified and searched for like conventional data. We also presen
ted an efficient algorithm for automatic identification of semantic inform
ation in compressed images and video. Finally, we described extensions
to existing middleware languages and protocols such as I-1TMLlI-lTTP
ta improve remote network access ta Inultimedia data, an increasingly
important problem as we move to a completely networked world.
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